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About This Game

Little Marisa's Disaster Journey is a highly difficult adventure game. Player will control the little Marisa to avoid a lot of death
traps. Your final objective is escape from Scarlet Devil Mansion, or find how to return the normal size of body.

Game features:

1. Game story (not include menu) supports three languages (Simplified Chinese, English, Japanese).

2. Game type: AVG + ACT + Puzzle

3. Puzzle levels include two quizzes and one coded lock.

4. Multiple routes (easy and hard).

5. Multiple endings (4 death endings, 1 good ending, 1 perfect ending).

Little Marisa's Disaster Journey is the fan game of Touhou Project series which made by Team Shanghai Alice.
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little marisa's disaster journey

If you're looking for the frustration and aggravation of being continually rushed by the AI, by improbable amounts of enemies,
look no further.
Even on the easiest settings, the AI will quickly swamp you with never ending stream of bad guys. Hilariously, (or not) the
fortification defences tend to fire just once every 10 seconds, meaning you *have* to maintain a sizeable standing army at all
times, just to ensure you don't get wiped out in the first 10 minutes.

Possibly if the developers had spent as much time on QA playtesting, as they did on the grphics, this game could have been
quite good.

2 out of 5*. And that's only for the graphics.
Gameplay would have been a solid 1*. This game is... odd. First, the controls are no where near intuitive. They also have a bad
habit of making one's fingers\/hands cramp up. Might be better with an actual controller. The music is nice, but I seem to be...
missing the point of the game besides smashing wierd things.

I will recommend the game, but would suggest caution for those who aren't into odd things.. Perfect little physics puzzler,
everything you want in a bite-sized VR experience.. was enjoying this game and would have recommended it right up until 3/4
of the way in and the game stuffed up and i had to restart thw whole thing :(. This is a nice adventure, if you are in the mood for
a quiet, reflective game, that requires a good amount of reading. I think Tin Man Games did an admirable job with the porting
of these gamebooks, onto the PC. The game uses the Unity Game Engine, with in-game features such as animated dice rolls,
bookmarks, difficulty levels, notes from the original author, in-game achievements, and original artwork. You might not always
desire reading pages of text, but this is a worthwhile step up from the paperback books. I would not spend a lot of money on
these games, but at a discount, they are a nice addition to your library. Maybe you will have an opportunity to play them on a
tablet one day? Personally, I have been playing them on an old ubuntu linux desktop, where they have been working find with
the mouse controls. The install size is 230MBs.. I've probably logged more hours on the Front Office Football series than the
Civilization series. It may seem daunting at first but you can play and win with varying degrees of input. If you just want to be a
general manager, you can let your staff handle all of the gameplanning and you can still do well. If you just want to coach, you
can do that to. While it may not be the prettiest, it has everything you want to make a fun and deep football experience.. This
game is as fun as it looks, but, Nick, if you're reading this, please fix the AI. They seem to know I am already in the area in a
level, and even if they are walking away from me, as soon as i take a step, they start attacking! Please fix this, and also the
enemies cause me to lag, and I can barely attack them.. This game is a hoax. Made in a super lazy-trash way, since the first
screen there is a copyright infringement. This game is just a joke, a joke of bad taste that nowaday continue to pollude the
steam library. This game dont deserve to be on Steam.

PS: The prince dont justify the purposes of the game, it just makes it more pathetic.
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This is a super fun golf game, that plays similar to minigolf games even though it is regular.. Like Guns of Icarius but chaotic in
bad way - more action, less strategy. Poor graphics, models & sound. Would have been good/groundbreaking if released 3 or 4
years earlier than it was.. Abosolutely fun. Need 100% concentrating after the 30 point. Its a time killer, if your looking for
something casual.. this is a perfect game for nejos and rodents alike. And the only things you need are a pair of American Ears..
Terrible, got this in a bunde. Just don't bother
. Closest thing I can describe it as in it's current state is an offline clicker that doesn't progress when you don't have the game
loaded.

First game I played, I thought I would easily beat it. Lo and behold I ended up insane.

Second time I played I downloaded some mods and four hours later I was a music star stealing from banks, selling weed, and on
my way to graduating with a Degree in Finances only so I can become the Mob Boss of the bank and open up a Narcotic
Trafficking business.

I tried to play as a dog that just received a Degree in Finances to become "The Dog of Wallstreet". Well I soon worked myself
to death trying to get job experience in finances and ended up going insane.

In my latest playthrough I decided to live in Amsterdam as someone who was born behind a dumpster. I have limited language,
smoking, drinking, and shopping habits. Needless to say I have become quiet successful and have just kicked all my addictions
and will soon learn to speak english fluently. I'm on my way towards earning a Degree in Engineering and will become the
Supervisor in the local factory. I drink coffee all day and work out at home. I drive an electric scooter.

[EDIT]

I have since fulfilled my goal and beat the game as a dumpster baby. I ended up owning a highly successful graphics design
business and a catering business. I lived in a penthouse and drove a small car. I dated various women but never got to serious
with any. I owned a butler and was tutored. I learned fluent english and earned a Catering Certificate and a Degree in Art. I was
generating over 2 million in taxable income a year. I had 8 employees and still worked as a Supervisor at the Widget Factory. I
collected comic books and drank coffee at posh restuarants.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Is this game perfect? No

Is it entertaining? Sure is

This game feels like a diamond in the rough. The modding tools are there to create a more flavorful game but the repetitive
nature is still there.

You can definitely boil the game into just clicking. The real shine is finding the purpose to that clicking.. A charming little game
about an airship trying to rescue his spaceship girlfriend by flying through all sorts of inconcievable situations. Clever inertia
gameplay and loads of character.
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